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A techniqueis presentedto determinewhen anisotropicfracture systemscan be modeledas equivalent
porousmedia (continua)for transport.In order to use the continuumapproach,one must demonstrate
that the fracture systemhas the same transport behavior as an equivalentporous medium. Hydraulic
effectiveporosityis calculatedas the productof specificdischargeand mean travel time, dividedby linear
lengthof travel. Specificdischargeand hydrauliceffectiveporosityare measuredin differentdirectionsof
flow in regionsof varying size with constanthydraulic gradients.If the fracture systembehaveslike an
equivalentporous medium,directionalflow has the following properties:(1) specificdischargecan be
predictedfrom a permeabilitytensor and (2) hydraulic effectiveporosity is independentof direction of
flow. A numericalmodel has been developedto simulatemechanicaltransport under steadyflow in a
discrete fracture network.

The model is used to determine

the distribution

of travel times from inlet to

outlet for fluid traveling in stream tubes.We have examinedonly systemswith parallel fracture setsin
whichall fracturesare long comparedto the regionunder study.Thesesystemssatisfycriterion 1 in that
flux can be calculatedusinga porousmediumequivalent.However, thesesystemsdo not satisfycriterion
2 becausehydrauliceffectiveporosityis shownto be directionallydependent.Thus,eventhoughflux can
be accuratelypredicted using porous medium assumptionsfor some fracture systems,it may not be
possibleto accuratelypredictmechanicaltransportusingthesesameassumptions.
INTRODUCTION

Concernsabout radioactivewastestorageand the injection
of toxic pollutantsdeep undergroundhave focusedintereston
the problemsof fluid flow and masstransport in groundwater
systems.The disposalof pollutants in or near a rock mass
where fracturesconstitutethe major conduitsof groundwater
movementis a central problem. This paper presentsa technique for determiningwhen fracture networkscan be modeled
as equivalent porous media in transport studies.When the
porousmedium approachis not appropriate,a discretemodel
that simulatestransport in each fracture of the network must
be used.However, the discreteapproachrequiresdetailedinformation on the geometry of the fracture systemand thus
may require an excessiveamount of data and computational
effort. The advantage of the continuum approach is that
averagepropertiesare analyzed suchthat the detailed fracture
geometryand simulationof transport within eachfractureare
not required.Thus the continuum approachis preferableif it
can be shownto be appropriate.
In order to evaluate whether the continuum approach is
applicable,one must be able to demonstratethat the fracture
systemhas the sametransport behavior as that of an equivalent porous medium. However, the fracture systemmay be
anisotropic and transport in anisotropicmedia is not fully
understood.

The reason for this is that no solution is available

to determinethe componentsof the dispersivitytensor in an
anisotropicmedium[Freezeand Cherry,1979,p. 552].
This paper is not subjectto U.S. copyright.Publishedin 1984by
the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 4W0816.

However,mechanicaltransport,the componentof transport
that is simply due to the movementof fluids along the flow
paths, can be evaluated for anisotropic media. Thus, if we
restrictour attention to mechanicaltransport,we can investigate the conditionsunder which fractured rock massesbehave
hydraulicallylike porousmedia. In the literature, mechanical
transportis oftenreferredto as advectivetransport.
To understandmechanicaltransport, we need to be able to
evaluate the ratio of fluid flux to mean velocity,tortuosity,
and mechanical dispersion,all as a function of direction of
flow. In an anisotropicporous medium, the ratio of flux to
mean velocity is assumedto be independent of direction of
flow and equal to the porosity. Thus a test for equivalent
porous medium behavior is to determineif the ratio of flux to
velocity is constant in all directions.Lessis understoodabout
the directional dependenceof tortuosity and mechanicaldispersionin anisotropicporousmedia. Thus evaluationof these
parameters in anisotropic fracture networks may teach us
somethingabout transportin all permeablemedia.
A numerical

model is used in this research to simulate me-

chanicaltransport in discretefracture networks.We assumed
that mechanicaltransport is the only transport processand
that the fluid flow is restrictedto planar fractureswithin an
impermeablerock matrix. The model developedin this work
is used to simulate mechanicaltransport by tracing fluid
movement

within

streamtubes

that

interconnect

the inflow

and outflow boundariesof a fracturesystem.
It shouldbe emphasizedthat this simulationof transportis
only usefulfor determiningwhetheror not the systembehaves
as a porous medium. The analysisdoes not reveal how a
tracer that is subjectto diffusion and chemical reactionswill
migrate through the network.
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where the summation

of i is for all inflow elements. The com-

plete mixing condition is illustratedin Figure la.
The partial mixing condition of Krizek et al. is illustratedin
Figure lb. Fluid entersthe node from elementsA and B and
exits through elementsC and D. Element D is a large element
such that the flow rate in element D consists of the total flow

a. Completemixingcondition

b.Partial mixingcondition

Fig. 1. Graphical representationat a node of (a) complete mixing
and (b) partial mixing.

rate in elementA and part of the flow rate in element B. The
widths in elementsA and B occupiedby the flux flowing into
elementD are determined,and the massof soluteenteringthe
node from these zones is calculated.

This mass of solute is then

distributeduniformly acrossthe entranceto elementD.
Schwartzet al. [1981] stochasticallygeneratedtwo orthogonal fracture sets in a rectangular domain. The number of
fracturesin each set within the domain was controlledby the
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
areal density(the number of fracturesper unit area). The fracThe hydraulic effectiveporosityis usedin this work to ex- ture centerswere randomly distributedin the domain, and the
pressthe relationshipbetweenflux and mean velocity,and is fracture lengths and apertures were generated from exdefined as the ratio of specificdischargeto average linear ponential and lognormal distributions,respectively.Schwartz
velocity.The average linear velocity is the straight or linear et al. avoideda major simplificationmade in previoustranstravel lengthdividedby the mean flow travel time. Laboratory port studies of fracture systemsby using fractures of finite
and field studieshave demonstratedthat for isotropicporous length. Impermeable boundaries were created on two opmedia the hydraulic effectiveporosity ½u is not necessarily posing sides of the rectangular domain, and constant head
equal to the total porosity ½ [Von Rosenburg,1956; Biggat boundaryconditionswere applied to the two remainingsides.
and Nielsen, 1960; Hazzaa et al., 1965, 1966; Grove and Tracer particleswere assumedto propagateat a constantveBeetern,1971; Hoehn and Roberts, 1982]. Experimental evi- locity within the elementsand were also assumedto be comdencefrom the laboratory indicatesthat the relationshipbe- pletelymixed at the nodes.Molecular diffusionwas considered
tween ½u and ½ is dependenton the type of porous medium. to be negligiblewithin a fractureand thus was not modeled.
Where there is a well-orderedpore structure(i.e., glassbeads),
Schwartzet al. [1981] found that the spatial particle distri½u is approximately equal to ½. However, where the pore bution in the averagedirection of flow was non-Gaussianand
structureis irregular and nonuniform,the hydraulic effective positively skewed. The skewnessis attributed to a combiporositydiffersfrom the total porosityand is usuallylessthan nation of channelsof rapid movement oriented in the direction of flow and channels of slow movement oriented normal
½ becauseof the presenceof stagnantvoid regions.
A numericalmodel can be usedto simulatea tracer experi- to the direction of flow. The bulk of the fluid moves in the
ment to evaluate ½u when the properties of the porous directionof gradient,and the majority of the particlestravel in
medium are known. The porousmedium is divided into small this direction.However, as time proceeds,the probability of a
interconnectedsubregionscalled elements,and transport is particle flowing into a slow channel increases.As particles
modeled within each element. For a fractured rock mass the
move through the slow channels,an asymmetricalparticledisequivalentelementwould be a segmentof a fracture.Elements tribution develops.
are interconnected

to one another

at fracture

intersections
THE NUMERICAL

called nodes.

MODEL

Suchdiscretenumericalmodelshave been usedby several
The numerical approach used in this study to investigate
workersto simulatetransport in a network of fractures.In a mechanicaltransport in a network of fracturessimulatesthe
seriesof four related papers [Castillo et al., 1972; Krizek et al.,
1972• Karadi et al., 1972] a numericalmodel was developedto
simulatetransport in a fracture systemconsistingof two sets
FIow
rate
of parallel, planar, and continuousfracturesof constantaper-••___.•irect•on
offlow •
3 D
ture and spacing.The principlesincorporatedin this model
can be understoodby following the migration of solute as it
ST I
flows through the fracture system.Mechanical transport govJ

erns the movement of solute within an element:
c•c

Local coordinates

c•c

+

=o

B

n

When solute leavesan elementat a node, it may encounter
soluteflowing into the node from other elements.Krizek et al.
assumedthat all inflowing solute was either completelyor
partially mixed at fracture intersections.In the complete
mixing condition, all outflow elementsreceive the same con-

c

Fig. 2.

Redistribution of stream tubes at a node.
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detailed movement of fluid within streamtubesthrough the
fracture network. This numerical model operates in three
stages:(1) generationof the fracture system,(2) calculationof
flow rates in each fracture and determinationof macroscopic
flow properties,and (3) simulation of mechanicaltransport in
the fracture network and determination of macroscopicmechanicaltransport properties.
In the first stagea two-dimensionalfracture systemis created in an area called the generation region. The procedure
usedin creatingthe fracture systemwas developedby Long et
al. [1982]. The fracturesin the generation region are created

J•,•/-Node
number
J
Eleme

Direction of
flow

one set at a time, and the number of fractures in each set is

controlledby an assignedareal density.The geometricparametersrequiredto createeach fracture are: its length, orientation, aperture, and location in the generationregion. This information may be read directly into the computer program
(deterministicapproach) or may be generatedstochastically.
In a stochasticgeneration,each fracture is randomly located
in the generationregion to create a statisticallyhomogeneous
system.The three remaining geometricparametersare each
created by probabilistic simulation. Probabilistic simulation
can be conducted with either the Gaussian, lognormal or exponentialprobability distribution.The mean and standarddeviation

for the simulated

distribution

must be read into the

computer program.

Fig. 4. Fracture network with inflow stream tubes initiated in elements 1, 2, and 5.

of the stream tube in each element. We will first consider the

time it takes the fluid in a streamtube to travel the length of
an element. Since fluid flows out of an element into a node, we

will then discussthe way that streamtubesare tracedthrough
nodes.

As mentionedearlier, the flow rate in an elementis governed by the cubic law for fracture flow. It can be shown that
by solving the Navier-Stokes equation for laminar flow between parallel plates,an expressionfor the well-known parabolic velocitydistributionacrossa planar elementis obtained:

A flow region within the generatedfracture network is selectedfor mechanicaltransport studies.The flow region may
be orientedin any directionas long as it fits within the boundariesof the generationregion.A finite elementmeshis generated for this flow region consistingof nodes,which are fracture intersections,and elements,which are fracture segments The flow rate in the element is obtained by integrating (1)
betweennodes.This constitutesthe first stageof the numerical across the width of the element:

# •u(r/)
=pg
d•Irl_
• - •br/]

(1)

model.

Q.r
= u(r/)
dr/=pgb
sdO

In the second stage the hydraulic head at each node and
12/1 de
flow rate in each elementare calculatedusinga finite element
techniquedevelopedby Wilson [1970]. The cubiclaw for lam- This is the cubic law for fracture flow.
inar flow governsthe flow rate in each planar fracture. The
The time it takes the fluid in a stream tube to travel the
appropriateboundaryconditionsthat apply to the flow region
lengthof an elementis given by
in order to evaluate the hydraulic effectiveporosity will be
discussed in the next section.

In the final stage,mechanicaltransport is simulatedfor the
fractures in the flow region. In this work, a stream tube is
defined as a flow conduit that is bounded by streamlinesin
which the flow rate is constant.The model developedto simulate mechanicaltransport is usedto determinethe paths and
flow rates for the stream tubes in the fracture network. Once

tsT
=Lr rh+1--r/
....a .......
a• .....
where r/i+1 and r/i are .u•
,.• bottom •ttiu
to• •oolulllilt•,
l•Dectively, defining the width of the stream tube within the element. Thus, to determine tsT, the width of the stream tube
must be computed.Integrating (1) betweenr/i and r/i+ • yields

all the stream tube paths have been determined, the total
travel time from the inlet to outlet for the fluid in each stream

tube is computed by summing the residencetimes in each
elementalong the individual stream tubes.This procedurerequires an evaluation of the path, the flow rate, and the width
(a)

•/-Flow

qi
+1

u(r/)dr/

i

=

• b(q,+, -q,2)

5

-

(q,+, _q,•)

5'

'

(2)

The width occupiedby the stream tube can then be determined knowing the flow rate in the stream tube and the top
coordinaterh. For example,the node in Figure 2 consistsof
three inflowing stream tubes labeled ST1, ST2, and ST3.
B
Streamtube ST2 has a flow rate of 4 units and a top coordinate rh.2equalto zero in elementE. The bottomcoordinateof
ST2, rh+2.2,is obtainedusing(2). That coordinatethen becomes the top coordinate for ST3 in element E, from which

(b)

rate•.•.•. 2 B

i; ion
of

Qsv=

•

the travel time for ST3 in element E is determined.

Two inflowingstreom tubes

The principle of conservationof mass and the physicsof
Two new stream

tubes created

Fig. 3. Creation of new streamtubesat a node.

laminar flow are used to calculate the downstream location of
inflow stream tubes in outflow elements at a node. Travel
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Fig. 5. Flow field for an anisotropicporousmedium with a constanthydraulicgradient.

timeswithin a node are consideredto be negligible.The upper
outflow elementD in Figure 2 has a flow rate of 3 units. The
flow into this elementmust come from ST1 becauseif any of
the other two streamtubesflowedinto elementD, they would
have to crossthe path of ST1. In laminar flow the fluid flows
in layers,one layer flowing smoothlyover the adjacentlayers.
Using the sameprinciple,ST2 mustoccupythe upperand ST3
the lower portion of elementE. The order of the streamtubes

initiated in elements1, 2, and 5. Each assignedstream tube is
givena width equal to the apertureof the elementit occupies
and a flow rate equal to that in the element.
The program then proceedsin sequentialnodal order determining the outflow stream tubes at each node. The outflow
stream tubes at a node can only be determinedif the stream
tubes are known

in all inflow elements at the node. If stream

and the flow rate in each stream tube are recorded for each
outflow element. This information is needed to determine the

tubeshave not yet been calculatedfor an inflow element,the
inflow elementnumber and the node number are temporarily
stored in memory. This situation arises when an inflow ele-

travel time for the fluid in eachstreamtube.Thus no mixingis

ment at the node under consideration

assumed to occur at fracture intersections.

a higher numberednode. The stream tubes in the inflow element at the current node can only be determinedafter proceedingto the higher node. In Figure 4, node 1 is the first
nodeexaminedby the computerprogram,and element4 is the
only outflow element at this node. The stream tubes in element 4 can only be calculatedif the streamtubesare known in

Laboratory experimentsperformedby Krizek et al. [1972]
led to the conclusionthat the completemixing condition at
intersectionsis valid for laminar flow. However, theseexperimentswere not conclusive.They were limited to the situation
in which there was only one inflow element and all outflow
elementshad nearlyidenticalflow rates.A more generalsetof
experimentsshould be consideredwhich involvesmore than
one inflow element,with unequalflow rates and unequalconcentrations

in both

inflow

and

outflow

elements.

Wilson

[1970] conductedsuchan experimentusingcapillarytubesfor
Reynoldsnumberson the same order as the experimentsof
Krizek et al. [1972]. Wilson demonstrated that fluid flows
within layersat intersections
when the flow is laminar.
The flux in an inflow stream tube can be distributed

into

more than one outflow element at a node, as illustrated for
ST1 in Figure 3. When this arises,the inflow stream tube must

be subdividedsuchthat a new streamtube is createdfor every

outflowelementthat receives
anyportionof the infløw. For
example,ST3 and ST4 are the result of the subdivisionof the
discontinued

stream tube ST1. The total travel time to this

particular node for the fluid in a new stream tube is deter-

minedby backtrackingalongthe path of ST1 to its origin.
The general procedure used in tracing the location of
stream tubes in the fracture network beginsby assigninga
stream tube to every inflow elementon the boundary of the
flow region.This assures
that streamtubesexistin everyconductive elementwithin the flow region. For example,in the
fracturenetwork shownin Figure 4, stream tubes have been

inflow

elements

1 and 3. The

is an outflow element at

stream

tube in element

1 is

known, sincea streamtube was assignedto this elementin the
first phase of the stream tubing procedure.However, at this
point, the stream tubes in element3 are unknown. Therefore
element3 and node 1 are storedin memory,and the program
proceedsto node 2.
The stream tubes in the outflow elements at a node are
determined when the stream tubes have been calculated for all
inflow elements. After the stream tubes in all outflow elements

have been determined,the program scansthe elementsstored
in memory to remove any element that is an outflow element
at the current node, because the stream tubes are known in
these elements.If an element is the only one stored for a
particular node, then all the outflow streamtubesat that node
are determined.For example,at node 2 for the fracture network in Figure 4 the stream tube for the inflow element 2 is
known. The stream tube in the outflow element 3 can there-

fore be computedknowing the streamtube in element2. The
program then removes element 3 from the list of stored elements because the stream tube in element

3 has been deter-

mined. Inasmuch as element 3 is the only elementstored in
memory for node l, the stream tubes in the outflowing element 4 at node 1 can now be calculated.

As the network

is
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(Side 3)

(Si
4)• qv

Qx = QNC+ QC

qx

(Side
1)
Lx

Streamline

Continuous flow zone

Fig. 6. Example of groundwaterflow in an anisotropicporous medium, showinga cross-hatched
zone where travel
lengthis constant.

scanned in this fashion, the number of stream tubes increases
and the width of stream tubes decreases because of the creation of new stream tubes at nodes.

measured.

This

condition

is maintained

within

the cross-

hatchedzone in Figure 6 where fluid flows continuouslybetweensides2 and 4. Thus, oncethe boundary conditionshave
been established,as illustratedin Figure 5a, a test sectionis
HYDRAULIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR DETERMINING
definedwhere specificdischargeand linear travel length will
HYDRAULIC EFFECTIVE POROSITY
be constant for fracture systemsbehaving as equivalent
One important use of this model is to measurehydraulic porousmedia for fluid flux, and the hydrauliceffectiveporoseffectiveporosity (•bn) to determinethe degreeof porous ity can be determinedsimply by measuringthe mean travel
media equivalencefor fracturenetworks.For an equivalent time within this test section.
porousmedium,hydrauliceffectiveporosityis equal to the
EQUIVALENT POROUS MEDIUM BEHAVIOR
productof q and the mean flow travel time, dividedby the
linear length of travel. If it can be shownthat the specific
The primary objectiveof this studyis developa methodto
dischargeand the linear travel length are constant,then the determinewhethera givenfracturesystemcan be treatedas
mean travel time is the only parameterthat must be measured an equivalenthomogeneousporous medium continuum.The
to evaluatehydrauliceffectiveporosity.The specificdischarge requirementsfor continuumflow behavior are presentedin
criterionwill be satisfiedif the flow systemis shownto behave this section,followed by a discussionof continuum behavior
asan equivalentporousmediumfor fluidflux whenthe proper for transport.
hydraulicboundaryconditionsare applied to the fracture
In a porous medium, Darcy's law makes it possibleto
system.The lineartravellengthcriterionwill be satisfiedby an evaluate macroscopicfluid flux properties by treating the
appropriate selection of a test section within the fracture medium as an equivalentcontinuum. Fluid flow charactersyste_m:
isticscan be analyzedfor equivalentporousmediumbehavior
To establishthis desiredflow system,the model has been in two ways.First,flow fieldscreatedfrom the boundarycondesignedto maintain certain hydraulicboundaryconditions ditionsshownin Figure5 are individuallyevaluatedfor equivon the flow region.Figure 5 illustratestheseboundarycon- alent porous medium behavior. Then, directional flow is anaditions,which are designedto createa uniformspecificdis- lyzedby synthesizing
flow resultsin differentdirections[Long
chargeif the mediumbehavesas an anisotropic,
homogeneous et al., 1982]. In a porous medium, directional flow charactercontinuum.First, as shownin Figure 5a, constanthydraulic isticscanbe predictedfrom a uniquepermeabilitytensor.
headsof H and 0, respectively,
are fixedon sides2 and 4 of the
Each flow field mustsatisfythe followingtwo requirements
flow region.Then constanthydraulicgradientsare maintained in order to exhibit equivalenthomogeneous
porousmedium
along sides1 and 3. A constanthydraulicgradientin the flow behavior:
fieldis neededto assurethat q will be uniformthroughoutthe
1. The macroscopic
flow field can be predictedby Darcy's
flow regionin accordancewith Darcy'slaw. The uniformflow law.
field (Figure 5c) for this anisotropicmedium can be deter2. The specificdischargeis stable and does not fluctuate
mined usingflow net theory. Figure 5b showsthe flow net in with the sizeof the flow region.
the transformed
isotropicspace[FreezeandCherry,1979,pp.
Under the boundaryconditionspresentedearlier,the flow
174-178]. If no-flowboundaryconditionshad beenapplied field for an anisotropicporousmediumis characterized
by a
along sides1 and 3, a nonuniform flow field would have devel- uniformspecificdischarge.
Becausethe specificdischarge
is a
oped in the flow regionunlessthe directionof the hydraulic vector,the conditionof uniformityimpliesthat both its maggradientcoincided
with a directionof principalpermeability. nitudeand angleof flow are constant.The useof macroscopic
The remainingconditionis for the linearlengthof travelto flow measurements are described below to determine if the
be constantwithin the regionwheremechanicaltransportis magnitudeand angleof q areconstantfor a givenflow field.
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based on the uniformity of the specificdischarge.For the
anisotropicmedium in Figure 6 a certain amount of flux entering side2, QNOmustexit on side3. Thus,

constant
aperture
0.002
crn

I

QNC= Qs3
QNC

Qs3

%- L,•

Lx

Substituting
qyinto(5)yields

0=tan-a
Q•c_ ANFC

O0

20

40

60

80

IO0•m

Fig. 7. Fracture systemwith two sets of parallel, continuous,and
constantaperturefractures.

A uniform specificdischargemeansthat parallel crosssections of equal area will have the sametotal fluid flux flowing
acrossthem. This means that in Figure 6 the flow rate into
side2 is equal to the flow rate out of side4:
Qs2= Qs,•

This relationship can also be obtained directly from the
uniformityof the flow field. The cross-hatched
area in Figure
6 designatesthe zone in which the fluid flows continuously
from sides2 to 4. Since the specificdischargeis uniform, the
followingrelationshipshold on side2:
Q•c

Q•,

Lc

L•c

L•,

which means

L•c_ QNcLc_
Q•cL•_
Q•c
Qc
Qx
q•,
The relationshipfor the angleof flow is
tan 0-

QNC

L,,

L,,q,,

0=tan
-xq,,L,,
Qnc

(4)

Equations(3) and (4) constitutea continuity test to evaluateif
the magnitudeof the specificdischargeis constant.
Two approachesare used to determine the angle of flow.
Both approachesproducethe sameangleof flow if the specific
dischargeis uniform. In the first approachthe flow rates into
the sidesof the flow region are usedto computethe components of the specificdischargein the direction of the hydraulic
gradient and in the direction perpendicularto the hydraulic
gradient. The angle of flow is then calculatedfrom these results.This calculationis not basedon the path of the fluid. In
the secondapproach the conditionsof the uniform flow field
are usedto compute angle of flow. As shown in Figure 6, the
amount of fluid enteringside2 that exits on side4 can be used
to compute angle of flow. The remainingfluid entering side 2

LNC

so

side 3:

Qs• = Qs3

Qc

(3)

and the flow rate into side 1 is equal to the flow rate out of

(6)

(7)

which is the sameexpressionas (6).
Equation (6) is the secondmethodof computingthe angle
of flow. The evaluation

of ANFD

and ANFC

constitutes the

angleof flow test.The directionof the specificdischargeis a
constantif ANFD is equal to ANFC.
The stability of the specificdischarge,the secondrequirement for a flow field to exhibit porousmedium behavior for a
particular direction of flow, is testedby slowly increasingthe
size of the flow region and measuringthe specificdischarge.
Initially, the specificdischargemay be expectedto fluctuate
significantly.In small flow regionsthe number of fractures
may be too small so that the region cannot be treated like a
representativeelementaryvolume of a porous medium. However, as the sideof the flow region increases,the fluctuationsin

must exit on side 3.

The first method of determiningthe angle of flow can be
expressedmathematically using the two componentsof the
specificdischarge:

8--

c•2

q = q•i+ q•

o

or, referringto Figure 6,

t9= tan-• q•= ANFD
qx

(5)

For the flow region in Figure 6 the specificdischargein the x
direction is obtained by summingthe flow rate into side 2

from the individualflow channels
and dividingby Ly. Similarly, the total flow rate into side 1 divided by L•, determines
qy.

The second method of determining the angle of flow is

qT=1.179
XI0-7cm/s

e c•
.

OT= 13.89
ø
q•t=0.00040

/..•,.-•e-eTi
'-•

•,.'

i.i

'• • '
•

io

I00

200

300

400

500

600

Width of squareflow region(cm)

Fig. 8. Convergenceof specificdischargeand porosityto their theoreticalvaluesas sizeof flow regionincreases
(ratio is q/qr or
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the specific discharge may dampen out, and eventually a
stable value may be reached.When the specificdischargeis
stable,the systembehaveslike an equivalentporous medium

9Oø

(a)

for fluid flux.

The above testscan be used to examine equivalent porous
medium behavior for a particular direction of flow. However,
Darcy's law also specifiesthat the flow field in any direction
can be predicted by a permeability tensor. If such a tensor
exists,the squareroot of permeabilityin the direction of flow
plots as an ellipse.Thus the shape of the plot of the square
root of permeabilityis the test of whether directionalflow for
the systembehaveslike an equivalentporousmedium.
To determineequivalentporous medium behavior for transport, one must examinethe directionalnature of the hydraulic
effectiveporosity.The hydraulic effectiveporosityis traditionally assumedto be equal either to the total porosity or to the
porosity calculated by consideringonly the conductive void
regions.Sinceboth porositiesare independentof direction in
an equivalent continuum, the hydraulic effective porosity
should be constant in all directions.Thus the test for equivalent porous medium behavior for transport is to examine the
stability of •bn with direction.
INVESTIGATION

OF CONTINUOUS

known

continuum

9( ?

(b)

FRACTURE SYSTEMS

To demonstrate the use of the numerical model, the relationshipsbetweenhydraulic effectiveporosity and total porosity were examinedfor two continuoussystemsof infinitely
long fractures.Continuous systemswere studiedfor two primary reasons.First, continuousfracture systemscan be treated like equivalent porous media for fluid flux. Snow [1969]
develol:edthe eqaivalent porous media equationsfor q and 0
for continuousfracturesystems.The study of fracturesystems
with

270 ø

flow behavior

can serve to demon-

strate the tests developed to identify such behavior. Second,
the possibledirectional dependenceof the hydraulic effective
porositycan be investigatedfor anisotropicfracturesystemsin
which the void region is totally connectedwhere there are no

05 ..•1'

{/

•

15xlO-2

(cm/sec)
1/2

•-(VLIN/cos
8)

270 ø

Fig. 9. Polar plots of (a) specificdischargeand (b) averagelinear
velocity factors versusdirection of flow for systemwith two setsof
parallel,continuous,and constantaperturefractures.

dead end zones.

porousmediumbehaviorshouldhave a specificdischargethat
remainsstable.This studywas conductedby varing the sizeof
severalsquareflow regionsorientedat 0ø and observingif the
Aperture Fractures
numerical
solutionsfor q and 0 convergeto their theoretical
In the first investigationof networks with continuousfractures the system consistedof two sets of parallel fractures valuesas size increases.The theoreticalsolutionsfor q and 0
oriented at 0ø and 30ø, as illustrated in Figure 7. All fractures apply to flow regionsof infinite dimensions.However, only
had an apertureof 0.002 cm, and {he spacingbetweenfrac- finite-sized flow regions can be created using numerical
SystemWith Two Setsof Constant

models. Thus the difference between the theoretical and nu-

tures was a constant value of 10 cm.

Severaldifferent-sizedflow regionswere analyzedto investigate the requirement that a fracture system that exhibits

TABLE 1. SpecificDischarge Results for Fracture System With
Two Setsof Parallel,Continuous,and ConstantApertureFractures
SpecificDischarge,
Orientation

10- 7 cm/s

of Gradient,
degrees Theoretical
o
15
30
45
60
75
90
lO5

Angle of Flow,

1.179
1.220
1.179
1.057
0.8649
0.6147
0.3269
0.08759

Numerical
1.199
1.232
1.184
1.065
0.8706
0.6116
0.3406
0.0846

degrees
Theoretical
13.90
0
- 13.90
-27.63
-40.92
-52.91
- 60.00
0

ANFC

ANFD

13.65
- 1.47
- 13.84
-26.86
-40.82
-52.76
- 61.32
-2.87

13.65
0
- 13.84
-26.86
-40.82
-52.76
- 61.32
-2.87

merical solutionsfor q and 0 should decreaseas sizeincreases.
Figure 8 shows how the ratio of numerical to theoretical
specificdischarge(q/qr) approachesunity as size of the flow
regionincreases.The approachto porousmediumequivalence
is also evident from the resultsfor angle of flow. As show on
Figure 8, the deviation betweenthe numerical and theoretical

anglesof flow (10-0rl)is negligiblefor flow regionslargerthan
200 x 200 cm. Further evidence that this size fracture network

exhibits porous medium behavior can be obtained from the
ratio of numericalto theoreticalporosity (•b/•br),which has

also beenplotted on Figure 8. Thus the stabilityrequirement
is met for this particular fracturenetwork when the sizeof the
flow regionis 200 x 200 cm or larger.
Next, flow results for different directions of flow were ana-

lyzedfor equivalentporousmediumbehaviorusingthe continuity and angleof flow tests.Flow regionsorientedat every
15ø, beginningat orientation0ø, were usedin this part of the
study. Square flow regions of width 400 cm were used for
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(where the numerical flow direction is 90- 61.3 = 28.7ø) and
orientation 120ø (where the numerical flow direction is 181.3ø)
there is a dramatic reduction in •bH.At either orientation, one
set of fractures becomesnonconductive becauseit is perpendicular to the hydraulicgradient.The resultis that •bHis equal
to •b/2 in either flow direction.The directionaldependencein
the hydrauliceffectiveporosityshowsthat this fracturesystem
does not behave as an equivalent porous medium for trans-

/-Hydraulic
effechve
porosity

•8oø

3• •xlO-4

port.

At orientation 105ø, •b•tdecreasesslightly below •b and ob-

tains a value of 0.000384. To check this result, two additional

270 ø

Fig. 10. Polar plot of hydraulic effectiveporosity versusdirection
of flow for systemwith two setsof parallel, continuous,and constant
aperture fractures.

orientations0ø, 15ø, 30ø, 45ø, 60ø, and 105ø. Rectangularflow
regions 186 x 400 cm in size were used for orientations 75ø
and 90ø becausethe angle of flow is greater than 45ø for these
two orientations.Side 2 had to be longer than side 1 to insure
that a zone of continuous flow existed from side 2 to side 4.

A comparisonof numerical and theoretical valuesfor q and
0 is given in Table 1. The flow results in Table 1 of 0.96 <
q/qT < 1.04 and ]0- OTI< 3ø indicate that the stability requirementfor porousmedium behavior is satisfiedfor all flow
regions regardlessof the orientation of the flow field. The
angle of flow test is also satisfiedfor all orientationsbecause
the values computed for ANFC are essentiallyidentical to
thoseof ANFD. Furthermore,the continuity test is also satisfied becauseflow rates on opposing sides of the flow region
are equal. This equivalenceresultsfrom the fact that an equal
number of fracturesfrom each set intersectsopposingsidesof
each flow region.Thus each flow region that has been tested
exhibitsporous medium flow behavior.
Directional equivalent porous medium flow behavior can
also be shown using the flow resultsin Table 1. Marcus and
Evenson[1961] have derived very usefulrelationshipsbetween
specificdischargeand direction of flow for porous media. If
the hydraulic gradient is kept constant, as was done in this
study, the square root of the specificdischargedivided by cos

squareflow regionsof widths 320 and 450 cm were tested at
this same orientation. The resulting •bn were 0.000385 and
0.000409, respectively.This indicates that the original result
was a scaleeffect,becauseas the flow regionsizeincreased,
convergedto •b.However,the rate of this convergence
is seen
to be a function of flow direction.

The change in convergencerate is directly related to the
tortuosity •, which is the ratio of the mean path length to the
linear travel length. As tortuosity increases,travel paths
becomemore irregular becausethe paths deviate more from
the direction of flow. Consequently,larger flow regions are
needed before representativemechanical transport behavior
occurs.Figure 11 showsthat the tortuosity is approximately
1.04 between directions 0 ø to 30ø. Near direction 30ø, the tort-

uosity reachesa minimum of 1.0 becausefluid flows in only
one of the sets.The tortuosity then increasesrapidly to 3.86 at
flow direction 105ø. The bisection of the hydraulic gradient,
with the obtuseangleof 150ø resultingfrom the intersectionof
the two fracture sets,causedtortuosity to be maximum in this
direction.Thus the large tortuosity in this direction resultsin
a slightoscillationin
The mean pore velocityMPV is definedas

MPV
=•

½

udV•

The mean pore velocity is normally difficult to compute because the velocity in each pore (element) must be known.
Consequently,an estimate of mean pore velocity, VPORE,
90

0, (q/cos0)•/2, when plotted versusflow directionformsan
ellipsefor an equivalentporousmedium,sinceq/cos0 is equal
to the product of the permeabilityin the directionof flow and

thehydraulicgradient.Figure9a showsthe plot of (q/cos0)•/:
versusdirection of flow. It may be seenthat the specificdischarge curve is an ellipse with directions of maximum and
minimum permeabilitiesnear 15ø and 105ø, respectively.The
ellipse is symmetric about the two principal directions. As
expectedfrom theory, this particular network of continuous
fractureshasthe sameflow behavioras a porousmedium.
Having demonstratedthat this system of continuous fractures behaveslike a porous medium for fluid flow, the model
was next usedto investigateequivalentporous medium behavior for transport.For comparison,one needsthe total porosity
of the fracture system.The porosity of each set is 0.0002,

180

0

which is simply the 0.002-cmaperturedivided by the 10-cm
spacing,and thereforethe total porosity for the two sets is
0.0004.
270
Figure 10 is a plot of the hydrauliceffectiveporosityversus
direction of flow, which was determinedby adding the angle Fig. 11. Polar plot of tortuosity for systemwith two setsof parallel,
of flow to the orientationof the flow region.At orientation90ø
continuous,and constantaperturefractures.
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was developedin this study by using two macroscopicmechanical transport parametersthat are easierto measurethan
the individual microscopicpore velocities:

TABLE 2. Specific Discharge Results for Fracture System With
Two Orthogonal Setsof Fractures
Orientation

VPORE - (VLIN)•

This expressionwas determinedby substitutingVLIN for q/ok
into the derivation of the Kozeny equation [Wyllie and Spangler, 1952].
Figure 12 showsa plot of VPORE versusthe direction of
flow. This figure showsthe VPORE is an excellentestimator
of mean pore velocity provided that the correct directional
values of ß are used.In transport studies,tortuosity is rarely

SpecificDischarge,
10-7 cm/s

Angle of Flow,
degrees

of Gradient,
degrees

Theoretical

Numerical

Theoretical

0
15
30
45
60
75
90

0.6538
1.496
2.676
3.727
4.541
5.055
5.230

0.6538
1.499
2.691
3.681
4.668
5.086
5.230

0
49.99
47.78
37.87
25.87
13.08
0

ANFC
-0.31
50.91
47.52
38.08
25.64
14.72
0

ANFD
-0.40
50.90
46.82
37.87
25.12
14.59
0

known
andnormally
assigned
a value
about
x/•. Figure
12
also
demonstrates
thatifaconstant
tortuosity
ofx/• hadbeen
usedto computeVPORE, an error in the mean pore velocity

Sizes of flow regions were selectedso that the number of
elementsand nodesin each region was nearly equal to that of
If the hydraulic effective porosity is a constant, then the
the first study. It was anticipatedthat using the same number
square root of the averagelinear velocity divided by cos 0,
(VLIN/cos 0)•/:, shouldplot as an ellipsefor an equivalent of elements and nodes would produce equivalent porous
medium flow behavior in this orthogonal fracture system.
porousmedium,since(q/cosO)•/2wouldplotasan ellipse.The
plot of (VLIN/cos O)•/2 in Figure9b alsodemonstrates
that Square flow regionsof width 280 cm were used for orientations 0¸, 45¸, 60¸, 75¸, and 90¸. Rectangularflow regionsof
this fracture system cannot be treated like an equivalent 235 x 335 cm were used for orientations 15 ¸ and 30 ¸ because
porous medium. Although the VLIN curve coincideswith the
the angleof flow was greaterthan 45¸
q curve in most directions,there are four sharp cuspsin the
A comparisonof numericaland theoreticalvaluesfor specifdirectionswhere ½Hdropsdramatically.
ic dischargeis given in Table 2. The resultsdemonstratethat
each flow region behaveslike an equivalent porous medium
Systemwith Two Ortho•lonalSets of Fractures
would have resulted.

In the secondinvestigationwith this model the systemconsistedof two orthogonalsetsof parallel fractures.All fractures
of the same set were spaced 10 cm apart. Anisotropy was
achievedby using an aperture of 0.002 cm for the first set
oriented at 0¸ and an aperture of 0.004 cm for the secondset
oriented at 90¸ . Thus the direction of maximum principal permeability is 90¸ , and the direction of minimum principal permeability is 0¸. The hydraulic gradient along sides1 and 3 (see
Figure 5) was set at 0.01 for all flow regions.The total porosity is 0.0006; the porosity for the set oriented at 0¸ is 0.0002,
and that for the set at 90 ¸ is 0.0004.

I

!

I

orthogonal fractures behaves like an equivalent porous

mediumfor fluid flux. The plot of (q/cos0)•/: is an ellipse
whose maximum

axis coincides with the direction

of the maxi-

mum permeability at 90¸ and whose minimum axis coincides
with the directionof the minimum permeabilityat 0¸.
The model was next usedto investigatecontinuumbehavior
for transport, and the results are shown on Figure 14. We
again see a drastic reduction in hydraulic effectiveporosity
when the direction of gradient is at right angles to either
fractureset. Figure 14 clearly illustratesthe directionaldependenceof hydrauliceffectiveporosityfor this orthogonalfrac-

turesystem.
The plot of (VLIN/cos0)•/2in Figure13breveals
an unexpected
result.One wouldnormallyassociate
the direc-

i

Actual mean pore velocity

Estimatedmean pore velocity(VPORE)
.................

for fluidflux.F!gure13ais furtherevidence
that thissystemof

Estimatedmean pore velocityw•th
constanttortuosltyof ½'2

tion of minimum permeabilityas an indicationof the direction
for the minimum linear velocity.However,the minimum value
of VLIN does not occur at 0¸ becausethe minimum hydraulic
effectiveporosityoccursin this direction.In dealingwith fracture networksof this kind, one simplycannot associatedirections of principal permeabilitieswith the directions of maximum and minimum linear velocities.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The objectivesof this paper were to investigatedirectional
mechanicaltransport propertiesfor anisotropicfracture sys-

tems,to determinewhenfracturesystems
canbe treatedlike

0

I

I

I

I

30

50

70

90

equivalentporousmedia in transportstudies,and to introduce
a model that simulatesmechanicaltransport in networks of
fractures.The two important conditionsnecessaryfor measuring directional mechanical transport for an equivalent
porous medium are a uniform flow field and a test section
wherethe linear path length is constant.When thesetwo conditions are satisfied,mechanicaltransport parameterscan be
110

Direction of flow (o)

Fig. 12. Actual mean pore velocity, estimatedmean pore velocity,

andestimated
mean
porevelocity
withconstant
tortuosity
ofx/2.

measuredfrom the breakthroughcurvefor the fluid'thatflows
within the test section.

The hydraulic effectiveporositywas definedas the ratio of
specificdischargeto averagelinear velocity. In porous media
.
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minimum linear fluid velocities did not necessarilycoincide
with the directionsof the principalpermeabilities.
The size of the flow region required for mechanicaltransport continuumbehavior was found to be related to tortuosity. As tortuosity increased,travel paths becamemore irregu-

(a)

(q/cosS)
I/2

lar and deviated more from the mean direction of flow. Conse-

180ø

i

i

4

6

I

8xlO-4

iOø

(cm/sec)
I/2

270 ø

9Oø

(b)

•

/_(VLiN/cosO)
I/2

/

/
I
I
I
I

I

I
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quently, when tortuosity was large, larger flow regions were
neededbefore representativemechanicaltransport behavior
occurred.VPORE, computedas the product of tortuosity and
averagelinear velocity, was shown to be a good estimate of
the mean pore velocity.
Application of this numerical model to more realistic fracture systemsis needed.A dramatic drop in hydraulic effective
porosity is unlikely to occur in random fracture systemsbecausethe irregularnature of the interconnectedflow pathswill
inhibit abrupt changesin the conductivenature of the overall
network. The void spacesin a systemof discontinuousfractures form a complex network of conductive fracture segments, dead-end spaces,and isolated zones where no communication with the general network exists. Studies using
stochasticallygenerateddiscontinuousnetworks are presently
being conductedto investigatethe factorsthat affect mechanical transport through such fracture systems.The work is also
investigatingthe dependenceof longitudinal mechanicaldispersionon the direction of flow.
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I
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NOTATION

I

/ (cm/sec)
I/2

i

/
/

ANFC
ANFD

angleof flow basedon uniformityof flow, degrees.
angleof flow basedon componentsof specificdischarge,degrees.
b fractureaperture,cm.

/

\•,,.

/

c concentration,
g/cm3.
Co concentration
in an outflowfracture,g/cm3.
g acceleration
of gravity,cm/s2.

270 ø

L linear lengthof travel,cm.
Lc width on side2 of zone of continuousflow from

Fig. 13. Polar plots of (a) specificdischargeand (b) averagelinear
velocityfactorsversusdirectionof flow for systemwith two orthogonal sets of fractures.

side 2 to 4, cm.

LN½ width on side2 of zone of noncontinuousflow from
side 2 to 4, cm.

L r lengthof element,cm.
L,• width of flow region,cm.

transportstudies,hydrauliceffectiveporosityis directionally
stable.Thus the shapeof the polar plot of hydraulic effective
porosity was used to test whether a fracture systembehaved
like an equivalentporousmediumfor transport.
A numerical model was developedto simulate mechanical

Ly heightof flowregion,cm.
9oø

transport under steady flow in a network of fractures. The
model incorporatedthe principlesof laminar flow to calculate
the locationof streamtubes
for fluid flowingfrom one sideof a
flow region to another. The model has been used to simulate

•

./-Hydraulic
effective
porosity

mechanicaltransportin regular,anisotropicsystemsof continuous fractures.

The resultsdemonstratedthat a fracturesystemwhich behaves as a continuum for fluid flux may not behave as a
continuum for mechanicaltransport. This was demonstrated
by a case in which hydraulic effective porosity was direc-

•80ø

6xlC)'4

tionallydependent
anddecreased
wellbelowthetotal porosity
in certain directions. In these directions a fracture set became

nonconductive
becausethe directionof the hydraulicgradient
was perpendicularto the orientation of the set. In other directions the hydraulic effectiveporosity was equal to the total

porosity. An important effect of this decreasein hydraulic
effective porosity was that the directions of maximum and

270 ø

Fig. 14. Polar plot of hydrauliceffectiveporosityversusdirectionof
flow for systemwith two orthogonalsetsof fractures.
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MPV actual mean pore velocity,cm/s.
q specificdischarge,cm/s.
qT theoreticalmagnitudeof specificdischarge,
cm/s.

Qc continuous
flowratefromside2 to 4, cm2/s.

Qf flowratein element,
cm2/s.
QN totalflowrateintonode,cm2/s.
QNC flow rate into side2 that doesnot exit on side4,

cm2/s.
Qsx flowratein streamtube,cm:/s.
Q,, flowratein x direction
of flow,cm:/s.
Qs• flowrateintoside1, cm2/s.
Qs2 flowrateintoside2, cm2/s.
Qs3 flowrateoutof side3, cm:/s.
Qs½ flowrateoutof side4, cm2/s.
t

time, s.

tsx travel time of fluid in streamtube in element,s.
u fracture velocity,cm/s.

V• voidvolume,cm3.
VLIN
VPORE
r/
0
OT

averagelinear velocity,cm/s.
calculatedestimateof mean pore velocity,cm/s.
ordinateof coordinatesysteminsidefracture,cm.
angle of flow, degrees.
theoreticalangleof flow, degrees.

# fluidviscosity,
dynes-s/cm•.
•

abscissaof coordinate systeminsidefracture, cm.

p fluiddensity,g/cm3.
z
q•
q•n
q•r
ß

tortuosity.
total porosity.
hydrauliceffectiveporosity.
theoreticalporosity.
hydraulic head, cm.
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